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ABSTRACT
Health systems need medical professionals who can and will work in outpatient settings, such as general practitioner practices or health centres. However, medical students complete only a small portion of their medical training there. Furthermore, this type of training is sometimes seen as inferior to training in academic medical centres and university hospitals. Hence, the healthcare system's demand and the execution of medical curricula do not match. Robust concepts for better alignment of both these parts are lacking. This study aims to (1) describe decentral learning environments in the context of traditional medical curricula and (2) derive ideas for implementing such scenarios further in existing curricula in response to particular medicosocial needs. This study is designed as qualitative cross-national comparative education research. It comprises three steps: first, two author teams consisting of course managers from Brazil and Germany write a report on change management efforts in their respective faculty. Both teams then compare and comment on the other's report. Emerging similarities and discrepancies are categorised. Third, a cross-national analysis is conducted on the category system. Stakeholders of medical education (medical students, teaching faculty, teachers in decentral learning environments) have differing standards, ideals and goals that are influenced by their own socialisation—prominently, Flexner's view of university hospital training as optimal training. We reiterate that both central and decentral learning environments provide meaningful complementary learning opportunities. Medical students must be prepared to navigate social aspects of learning and accept responsibility for communities. They are uniquely positioned to serve as visionaries and university ambassadors to communities. As such, they can bridge the gap between university hospitals and decentral learning environments.

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
⇒ In Brazil and Germany, there is a disconnect between health care needs and medical education. To prepare health workers for global challenges, there is a need for resilient, evidence-based approaches to transform traditional curricula into curricula that are aligned with community health care needs.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
⇒ Community learning environments are central to the shift to a health needs-based curriculum. However, there is a disconnect between university-based and community-based learning. Its root lies in socialisation processes of medical education.

INTRODUCTION
Medical education globally trends towards integrating more practical training in general practitioner (GP) practices or smaller regional hospitals and health centres and away from the academic medical centre or university hospital. Those former settings are called community-based or decentral learning environments (DLE).1–7 Several studies show that exposure to such environments motivates medical students to pursue careers related to outpatient work.8–10 There are two main arguments for training in DLE: first, medical students need to develop basic competencies in population-based health approaches and treating common diseases as well as rare diseases.2 4 5 University hospitals tend to overrepresent the latter.11 Second, healthcare (HC) systems need a workforce that follows career paths in outpatient HC, is willing to work in remote areas, and with population-based health problems (ie, sanitation, infectious diseases).5 12–15 The lack of such a workforce impacts a HC system's responsiveness to extraordinary events such as natural disasters, wars or a pandemic.14 16
DLE training takes on different forms around the world with varying degrees of implementation in the curriculum. The WHO has stated that global curricular reform efforts should target medical training to local and national needs. Even so, hospital-oriented and highly specialised training with little or no attention to HC responsiveness to communities is still prevalent.17

Whether or not DLE offer effective training scenarios for medical students—especially in comparison to university hospital centred training—is debated.18–20 Heterogeneity and difficulties in managing teaching quality7 21 are used as arguments against DLE training.26 In the scientific literature, the debate prominently follows a ‘Western’ ideal of medical education first introduced to the global medical education community by Flexner:

In 1910 and 1912, Flexner reported on teaching quality in medical schools and medical faculties in the USA, Canada23 and Europe.24 At that time, heterogeneous ‘medical schools’ used questionable methods and standards to train physicians in North America.25–28 Flexner advocated establishing more stringent admission criteria, requiring basic science studies prior to clinical medical education, centralising medical education to university hospitals, and instituting full-time teachers grounded in the basic sciences at medical schools.23 25–29 In short, his credo at the time reads as direct opposite of the current movement towards teaching in DLE today.3 5 18 30 Flexner’s ideas of a scientific base and bedside teaching were deemed universally applicable and shaped ideas on the quality of teaching for a global medical curriculum.17 31 This is also referred to as ‘post-Flexnerian’ curriculum.26 32

Bleakley postulated that post-Flexnerian terms used in the current global debate on the medical curriculum, such as ‘core competencies’ and ‘standardisation of teaching’, when analysed through a postcolonial perspective, promote Western values even though the promoters of such discourse acknowledge the need to respect local differences and celebrate diversity.16–33

Postcolonial studies promote critical thinking about globalisation. Essentially, post-colonial theory binds the aftermath of South Globe’s colonial liberation in the 1960s and 1970s (ie, India, Algeria, Angola, Mozambique) to the exponential expansion of capital in the 1980s and 1990s. It postulates that the Global South’s direct colonial rule by the North Globe was replaced by an economic, cultural and political dependency on the North Globe.34–36 De Alva37 decoupled the term postcoloniality from formal decolonisation because people living in both once colonised and once colonising countries are still subject to the mechanics of global capitalism.

Resilient, evidence-based approaches or best practices for transforming curricula from a ‘post-Flexnerian’ curriculum to one that follows community HC needs and integrates training instruction in DLE are scarce.22–27 The authors of the present work are course administrators for DLE in Brazil and Germany. An initial discussion was prompted by a lecture for medical students given by FTB and RK in 2019 during a study visit by FTB at the Institute for General Practice and Interprofessional HC at Universität Tübingen (UKT). The lecture comprised a short presentation of DLE in each country’s respective context. On further exploration of contrasts and similarities among the lecturers and students, several topics emerged that were of potential interest to educators and health policymakers globally.

This study aims to (1) describe DLE in the context of current medical curricula with a focus on sociohistorical influences and (2) derive ideas for planning and implementing DLE in ‘post-Flexnerian’ medical curricula that take such influences and current health system needs into consideration.

METHODS

This study is designed as a qualitative cross-national Comparative Education Research study38–40 that compares cases of curricular change management from Brazil and Germany in three consecutive steps:

Writing cases and establishing a mutual understanding of the cases

Cases are written by each nation’s team. Authors from the Institute for General Practice and Interprofessional Healthcare at UKT are RK, HS and SJ. RK is the head of teaching at UKT and course manager for DLE at UKT. He has worked as a GP in a remote region of Sweden. SJ is a GP, has worked in an urban area in Germany, and is the chair of the institute. HS is a physician and HC researcher with working experience in the Netherlands.

The Collective Health Institute of Universidade Federal Fluminense (UFF) team consists of FTB, LVS, LF and CM, all public health specialists. FTB focuses on cross-national qualitative analysis; LVS works in medical sociology and epistemology; LF’s research involves cross-national medical curricula comparison; CM has investigated teaching practices in HC training.

HF is a GP and has working experience with underserved populations in both remote and urban areas of the United States but in neither of the two contexts addressed here.

Each team narrates their experience of managing curricular reforms to establish more practical training in DLE in their own socio-cultural context. The narratives act as subjective representations of the writers’ experiences as course managers and explain the context of the respective country.20 41–44

The narratives are then sent as a Word document via email to the other team, who responds with comments and questions on points that need clarification. The commented version of the text is sent back to the original author team and revised. This process is repeated until both teams agree on reaching a mutual understanding. This process is complemented by telephone and video calls.

In writing the narratives and the following comparison, the authors assume a postcolonial perspective.15 33 34 36
Even though there was no formal colonisation of South America by Germany, both countries represent different global epistemologies and have been affected by their history as colonisers (Germany) and colonies (Brazil). Methodologically, the postcolonial perspective is used by the authors irrespective of each nation’s postcolonial legacy: rather than focusing on respective legacies, we seek to find common ground in discovering challenges in teaching curricula.36

Based on the postcolonial mindset, we focus on four central cross-national agreements, followed throughout the writing process and comparative analysis: First, social welfare structures, communities and GP practices are viable settings of medical training within the HC system. UFF refers to those settings as ‘real’45 training scenarios, UKT calls them ‘DLE’.7 In contrast, state-of-the-art medicine in university hospitals and research centres is referred to as ‘ideal’ (UFF) and ‘central’ (UKT) medical training. Second, in these training settings, HC providers are the primary mentors and facilitators of learning, as described by Worley et al.46 Third, the focus of training efforts in real/decentral settings is to bring about HC practitioners who provide HC that also satisfy population health needs. Fourth, both institutes believe in a holistic view of medicine that integrates specific social contexts and emphasises the humanity of individuals.

Developing a set of categories for systematic comparison
Step two involves three authors (HF, RK and FTB) developing a category system as a framework for comparing both cases. First, RK and FTB derive a set of categories from their personal experience as DLE course managers by email correspondence, commenting and reviewing. These categories are refined and expanded on inductively by reading both narratives, highlighting similarities and differences. The draft of the category system is sent to all authors for revision and to ensure completeness. Disagreement and uncertainty are solved by discussion via video conferencing. HF reviews the categories for language and clarity.

Systematic comparison
This mutually agreed on category system provides the basis for structured comparison40 of both narratives in step three. Each nation’s team highlights the points of interest provided by the categories of the framework. The result is a comparison of key points concerning the implementation of DLE in post-Flexnerian curricula in both contexts. HF acts as an editor of the final manuscript.

The study was initiated in a personal meeting in November 2019 between FTB and RK. Work on the narratives and the category system continued via email until September 2021. Fifteen revisions of the narratives and the category system were discussed. A manuscript was finalised in November 2021 and submitted for peer review. Correspondence was performed via email and later supplemented by video conferences when needed. A final revision of the narratives and categories was completed in response to reviewer comments in February 2022.

RESULTS
First, the narratives are presented (step one of the study). The references to the narratives are attached as online supplemental file 1.

Curricular change management to counteract social inequalities in Brazil
Critical public health thinking in Brazil succeeded in proposing a communitarian alternative to the Flexnerian medical curriculum in the wake of the Latin American Social Medicine movement throughout the 1970s. This movement created political leverage for HC reform toward universal and equal access to HC systems. It was clear to HC reformers that a medical curriculum should encompass social and environmental topics and practices to overcome stark health inequalities in Latin America.

The overlapping adjustments to both the HC system and the medical curriculum are characteristic of Brazil’s HC reforms: programmes such as the Integrated Healthcare Training (Programa de Integración Docente Asistencial), launched in 1981, served to establish practical experiences in communities and Health Centres (Centros de Saúde) for undergraduate courses.

Curricular reforms have followed the implementation of the Brazilian Unified HC System (Sistema Único de Saúde, SUS) from 1988 onwards. SUS is a 100% tax-funded universal HC system established to help address socio-economic inequalities in Brazil. To fulfil this task, SUS implemented the Brazilian PC model called ‘Family Health Strategy’ (Estratégia de Saúde da Família) in 1994. This community-based PC programme covers 75% of the Brazilian population. It is financed by cooperative federalism (at federal, state and municipal levels). Communal health teams consist of nurses, community health workers, and physicians. The teams provide HC services, including maternal and child HC, chronic disease management, and health promotion and prevention.

Brazil has been facing physician shortages, especially in vulnerable and poor areas. The outskirts of major cities and the remote areas particularly lack GPs.

SUS has a constitutional mandate to organise HC training in Brazil. Fueled by Latin American calls for HC reform in the 1970s, there had been longstanding discussions at UFF to reform the medical curricula. Even before the introduction of SUS, the UFF reform had pursued the goal of developing local HC capabilities to expand public provision of care. UFF’s scholars worked as champions for implementing local public HC structures in Niterói. This commitment to local HC services is a topic of ongoing discussions with medical students, with some considering it rewarding, whereas others regard it ‘a waste of time’.
Implementing the new SUS during the 1990s in Niterói fostered the political will to integrate the medical training with HC services. The curriculum reform lasted 2 years (from 1992 to 1994), led by the Collective Health Institute of UFF. Its general principles are outlined in Box 1 below.

The Reformers were a group of UFF researchers who had worked in the HC system before the start of SUS in Niterói (UFF headquarters). They advanced UFF’s curriculum change and the SUS implementation in Niterói and neighbouring cities. Some established medical faculty did not get involved in the debate of curriculum reform. While this ‘abdication’ expressed political resistance to the reform, it also allowed it to happen as these faculty neither engaged in the debate nor created active barriers.

In 1994, UFF completed its medical curriculum reform, in practice until now. The reformed curriculum comprises a Theoretical Demonstrative Programme (TDP) that aligns with a Practical-Conceptual Programme (PCP). The curriculum emphasises a teaching path from theory towards practice. Practice-oriented class hours increase until the eighth semester. A 2-year-long Internship Programme follows.

The PCP is the ‘real’ practice scenario. It incorporates the disciplines ‘Supervised Fieldwork’, ‘Health and Society’, ‘Health Planning and Management’ and ‘Epidemiology’. The last three create spaces for conceptual-theoretical discussions to promote interfaces among aspects of epidemiology, medicine, psychology, culture, society, HC planning and management. The TDP intensifies professional training with biomedical science and preclinical and clinical disciplines. Real training scenarios guide the students’ comprehension of integrated HC.

UFF’s reform initiated a continuous evaluation process through yearly curricular conferences. With regard to ‘real settings’, the assembly, consisting of professors and students, debates challenges for HC services and their impact on learning. Course coordinators use conference reports for the adjustment process of the respective courses.

UFF’s experience served as a benchmark for the national guideline for medical training in Brazil released in 2001. In 2013, the country launched the More Physicians Programme (Programa Mais Médicos) to address the shortage of physicians in the most disadvantaged areas. Following suit, in 2014, the Ministry of Education updated the national guideline for medical training. The update reinforced the goal of training health professionals in SUS and bolstered up training goals that comprised health surveillance, management and education on structures of SUS.

Despite the efforts toward an integrated curriculum at UFF, professors conduct disciplines independently with a low level of coordination within the curriculum.

Recently, UFF has been pressured by established medical school faculty to change its curriculum to adapt to international standards and thus allow for easy professional mobility.

**Quality management of DLE: UKT’s case**

Germany has offered statutory health insurance for all citizens since Bismarck’s reform in 1883. Self-governance—one of the statutory foundations of the German HC system—is employed by health insurance funds, associations of statutory health insurance physicians, and hospital operators. The Federal Ministry of Health and Medical Education is responsible for the management and supervision of this structure. Over the last years, the number of GPs decreased compared with other medical specialists working on an outpatient basis. The result is an oversupply of specialist HC services. Germany also faces a pronounced demographic change towards a more ageing and multimorbid population and, consequently, a change in HCS demand. Also, there are considerable regional, infrastructural and social HC disparities.

Most German curricula adhere to a post-Flexnerian structure with 2 years of basic scientific training, 3 years of...
Table 1  National standards on family medicine training in Germany as provided by the medical licensure act of 2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Mandatory</th>
<th>Placement in curriculum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family medicine clerkship (‘Blockpraktikum’)</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>8–10th semester (second or third clinical year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical elective ‘Famulatur’</td>
<td>4 weeks (16 weeks total)</td>
<td>One of four clinical electives in a GP practice is mandatory</td>
<td>Clinical years (1–3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical year training in family medicine</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Final year/Internship (‘Praktisches Jahr’)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GP, general practitioner.

Clinical training and a practical ‘final year’ as unlicensed registrar. German medical faculties are mostly situated within university hospitals where the majority of clinical training occurs. University hospitals deliver highly specialised medical care within different medical disciplines (cardiology, neurology, ...). Each discipline contributes independently to the medical curriculum. Although the dean’s office organises and arranges the contributions, the contents are only loosely defined in the medical licensing regulations. This situation leads, in part, to fractured curriculum content with much emphasis on state-of-the-art diagnostics and therapeutics for low-prevalence diseases. Cost-effectiveness, intersectoral and interprofessional cooperation, and public health and prevention are underrepresented in the curriculum. Within this context, aspects of primary HC have historically been taught by family medicine departments.

A reform of the medical licensure act in 2002 introduced three training opportunities in GP practices that have been in place ever since (see table 1). The clerkship and final year training usually combine central seminars (such as case discussions, organisational meetings) with workplace experience in GP practices. The practices must meet specific structural characteristics, such as a certain number of patients per year and a broad PC-oriented medical spectrum. The university places medical students in affiliated GPs’ practices for 2-week clerkships.

Following the medical licensure act reform from 2002, new ‘model curricula’ focused on training in DLE were developed. These model curricula introduced a competency-based curriculum, interprofessional training, and more practical and longitudinal training in DLE.

The declining number of GPs and the expected demographic changes in German HC are explicitly addressed in a curricular reform, the ‘Masterplan Medical Education 2020’. It represents a historically unique amalgamation of politically desired structural goals in medical education (implicitly, ‘produce more GPs’) together with an agenda for curricular reform and innovation, based on the lessons learnt from the model curricula. However, some stakeholders have criticised this amalgamation, arguing that focusing on practical skills and HC needs jeopardises medicine’s scientific ‘essence’ during studies. The Federal Ministry of Health is currently working on a new version of the medical licensure based on the ‘Masterplan’. Key points are shown in table 2.

The UKT curriculum has a few points of contact with DLE for the approximately 160 medical students each semester. So far, the institute is the only provider of clinical training in DLE at the medical faculty. All other disciplines train students exclusively in a university hospital setting. A 2-week family medicine clerkship in GP practices is mandatory for all students in the tenth semester. Students can also attend optional seminars on humanities, differential diagnoses in general practice, PC aspects of disasters, complementary medicine and environmental health.

Student evaluations of GP practices reflect the heterogeneity of personal experience in DLE, differing by the practice, team structure, time of year and clinical scope. Sometimes, student feedback appeared to be biased or

Table 2  Planned curricular changes in Germany related to family medicine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major topic</th>
<th>Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Competency orientation</td>
<td>► Strengthen competency-based curricula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Further elaborate NKLM with all stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► NKLM-based final exams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Practical orientation</td>
<td>► Integration of PC practices in medical education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Final exam in GP practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Longitudinal tracks</td>
<td>► Scientific reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Interprofessionalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Family medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Better representation of family medicine in the curriculum</td>
<td>► Obligatory part of the medical licensure exam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► One quarter of the practical (final) year in ambulatory PC care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Establishment of PC research networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Family medicine chairs in all universities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GP, general practitioner; NKLM, National competency-based catalogue of learning objectives in medicine.; PC, Primary Care.
reflect prejudices acquired during experiences in university hospital training.

The introduction of family practice as an academic discipline met both acclaim and disapproval by other disciplines in the faculty. Critical faculty argued that available funds now had to be distributed among even more subjects. Additionally, training in DLE was ex-ante deemed shallow compared with central (‘ideal’) training, implying that both the spectrum of diseases and the quality of HC were less relevant. Nationally, there is debate on whether national examinations can be carried out in DLE, such as GP practices. Counterarguments include that the results will be too heterogeneous and examinations in DLE will be too costly.

German politicians have realised that curricular reform needs to address the impending changes in HC needs. However, implementing innovative courses that align with this reform meets the resistance of established groups, such as some faculty, medical students, and other stakeholders.

Cross-national comparison: two settings, common challenges

The narratives revealed differences and similarities that can be structured thematically. The comparison allowed for a description of DLE in the context of each nation’s current medical curriculum and HC needs. Each team described their approach to integrating DLE in the curriculum shaped by their respective epistemologies: UFF focused the narrative on the social and political aspects of medical teaching (Global South epistemology), whereas UKT focused on standardisation and quality control (Global North epistemology). Table 3 provides a by-country comparison of the main topics that emerged from the comparison.

DLE had defined social settings rooted in each country’s social structures and HC system. These social aspects contributed to the heterogeneity of learning experiences, both cross-nationally and within the same nation. Didactic goals focused on tangible learning experiences and the development of competencies in the outpatient sector. Integration of the regional/outpatient and the university hospital/inpatient sectors was rarely addressed in the curricula, reflecting the same intersectoral problems encountered in HC. Concerning didactic goals, UFF focused on community aspects and social medicine, while UKT focused more on individual student development and standardisation of learning experiences. In both cases, acquiring those competencies required a certain mindset in students (openness, sensitivity, interest in diversity).

Besides defined didactic goals, course managers pursued implicit goals interwoven with a national political agenda—either by opposing national goals or by aligning with them. UFF promoted social change by interweaving a social reform agenda with medical education reform. The institute of general practice at UKT used its self-governance rights and national tailwinds to implement a primary care curriculum.

In both cases, course managers assumed the role of negotiators or moderators between existing stakeholders (faculty, students, politicians, local medical professionals). Examples of tensions between central and decentral entities could be identified on the local, federal, and national levels (eg, federal/state government and self-governed university). The politically and ideologically determined mission of the HC system, social inequalities, different attitudes, values and goals of the stakeholders were identified as possible causes of such tension. Also, examples of negotiations between stakeholders were described (such as student-teacher, faculty-course manager, politician-head of teaching, course manager-student).

DISCUSSION

The two cases of curricular change management revealed that the DLE and central teaching settings are inextricably linked but have a complicated relationship. The disconnect between those two sides of the same coin appears to have historical, political, and social roots. Implementing DLE training in curricula invokes complex negotiations between social groups and individuals. Flexner’s concept of university-based training as ideal permeates these negotiations even today, as the term ‘post-Flexnerian’ implies.

By discussing the above from our perspectives, an analysis of underlying issues, concepts, and ideas for future challenges can be derived focusing on (1) the individual student, (2) negotiations with different stakeholder groups and (3) curricular development and change management:

Student experience in DLE as individual transition between theory and practice

Most students learn about the theory and organisation of the national HCS and the theory of common diseases and community and public health aspects on campus. In contrast, outpatient learning settings provide the opportunity to learn about putting those theories into practice and about regional needs affecting HC delivery.

Leaving the central learning environment and entering ‘real’ or ‘decentral’ practice scenarios is a spatial, didactical, and professional transition for the medical student. The curricular implementation of DLE should include explicitly marking transitions throughout the curriculum as learning experiences. Providing adequate supervision could ease such transitions, which may challenge the medical student’s values and self-image. The supervision should encompass an awareness of the disconnect between central and DLE and of the central curriculum’s influence on professional socialisation.

As other authors have stated, learning experiences in DLE provide a range of experiences from beneficial to discouraging. While the heterogeneity of experiences in DLE can pose risks for the individual student, managing the quality of learning experiences in DLE could turn the diversity of experiences into a benefit for
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Subcategory</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Germany (UKT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University setting</td>
<td>History of the discipline</td>
<td>Brazil (UFF)</td>
<td>Family medicine, established in Tübingen 1954 as independent chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Established medical groups</td>
<td></td>
<td>Partly oppose (mostly due to competition in funding), partly support the ‘new player’ family medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political context</td>
<td>National vision</td>
<td>1994’s UFF curriculum reform inspired changes of national guidelines for medical training in 2001. The vision was to strengthen the primary care workforce by training medical students in primary care facilities within SUS.</td>
<td>The ‘Masterplan 2020’ provided a vision for curricular reforms but was debated in the public and in academic boards. The vision was to counteract healthcare disparities while improving medical education through a reform of the medical curriculum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political agenda</td>
<td>(1) Implement SUS’ mandate to organise and train its workforce, (2) counteract regional healthcare disparities especially in underserved areas by recruiting more physicians to work in SUS</td>
<td>Primarily to secure primary healthcare in rural settings.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy making (nationally)</td>
<td>Universities have managerial and academic autonomy. They cooperate with local representatives and administration.</td>
<td>Democratically elected parties set an agenda and a goal (see above), which is then negotiated federally, regionally and in the statutory health care-related self-governance boards. Universities have managerial and academic autonomy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy making (regionally)</td>
<td>Medical training and practice are integrated at the public healthcare system, which is committed to local healthcare services</td>
<td>Medical training is provided on a contractual basis with autonomous GP practices.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curricular reform, curriculum development</td>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Practical implementation of the legal mandate making SUS responsible for the medical education of its future workforce. This involves a dual role in managing the local public health system and teaching undergraduate health courses.</td>
<td>Translating the ‘Masterplan’ into practical, decentralised learning opportunities for medical students while maintaining high teaching quality. Providing learning experiences in rural and remote areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course manager experience</td>
<td>‘Reformers’ have been involved in both the healthcare reform and the UFF medical curriculum reform.</td>
<td>While the political goal provides tailwinds for the curricular reform, its concrete implementation needs to be negotiated on many levels within the self-governed structures of the statutory healthcare system. Resistance by some faculty groups is tangible.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training scenarios/ Decentral learning environments</td>
<td>Social setting</td>
<td>Settings include SUS’ healthcare facilities, social work network, public schools, government bureaus, social movements, and Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs)</td>
<td>Training occurs in the context of local rural communities. 255 GP practices are associated with the university. GP practices are independent enterprises owned by the teaching physicians.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational goal</td>
<td>From the beginning of their studies, students should have various real-world experiences in the healthcare system with an emphasis on the social context of health and healthcare.</td>
<td>Students should have exposure to a family medicine setting. Students should gain an insight into the role of the family physician in the German health system. They should get the opportunity to improve individual clinical competencies in this setting under supervision of a GP.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political goal (‘meta goal’)</td>
<td>Students should be able to understand social impact on health, how it produces health and sickness (social production theory). A connection between politics and education should be established.</td>
<td>Students should gain a better understanding of the needs of family medicine and local communities (independent of later career choice) Students should be given individual feedback by experienced physicians to benefit their individual personal and professional development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical distance</td>
<td>Training is within the limits of the Rio’s metropolitan region two with the cities of Niterói (515,317 inhabitants) and São Gonçalo (1,091,737 inhabitants)</td>
<td>Training sites are located within a radius of 39.56±27.8 km away from UKT, spanning 25 different regional counties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
all students. Indeed, a standardisation approach without reflection of individual needs and regional diversity in medical education is not suited for quality management (QM) in DLE. Rather than just homogenising DLE by measurable accreditation criteria and key teaching performance indicators, faculty should prepare students and DLE teachers for their respective roles, moderate students’ transition between sectors, and provide a safe space for debriefing and peer exchange. Thus, QM in DLE requires processes adapted to the diversity of environments and stakeholders.

**Negotiating with different stakeholder groups**

Flexnerian thinking insists that central teaching is superior to other teaching environments, which was mostly true during Flexner’s time. In contrast to developments in North America and Canada, universities were the only places for curricular medical teaching until community-based learning environments were introduced in 1980 (Brazil) and 2002 (Germany).28 29 In both countries, DLE have been regarded as inferior medical teaching settings. At the same time, DLE enjoy freedom in carrying out medical teaching locally.5 6 While each learning environment has developed preferred methods, contents, and approaches to teaching, the only exchange between the environments was through medical students, funding, and the occasional meeting between the university and community-based teachers. Over time, the two settings have evolved apart. DLE have concentrated even more on their service to the community. They focus on 1:1 teaching, community orientation, mentoring and ‘soft skills’. University hospitals have adapted more to post-Flexnerian ideas of standardisation and measurable outcomes for teaching.17 32 37 Both environments have been exposed to advances in medicine such as digitalisation and personalised medicine. Stakeholder groups have developed diverging attitudes, roles, norms, and teaching skills.6 7 37

Currently, students, practising physicians and teachers have limited experience working between and across different HC sectors. The resulting ineffective communication and lack of exchange heavily impact HC quality on both ends of the spectrum and in the transfer between

---

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Major category</th>
<th>Subcategory</th>
<th>Brazil (UFF)</th>
<th>Germany (UKT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td></td>
<td>There is a digital infrastructure, however stakeholders converse mostly personally, via Email or telephone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation and Quality Management (QM)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Four Institutes collaborate on the curriculum: The Medicine School, the Collective Health Institute, Biomedicine and Biology</td>
<td>Content and organisation of the primary care curriculum are planned by Institute of General Practice and Interprofessional Healthcare at UKT. Its implementation is coordinated with the dean’s office. QM meets pronounced challenges due to the heterogeneity of the DLE.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common problems</td>
<td></td>
<td>Some students and teachers have difficulty understanding the curriculum proposal or openly disagree due to ideological reasons, especially on the role of real practice scenarios</td>
<td>Negative events occur due to teacher-student relationship and lack of feedback. Students criticise long travelling distances. Many stakeholders, including students, experience a disconnect between their prejudices about family medicine acquired as part of the hidden curriculum at the university and the national political agenda to ‘strengthen family medicine’.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reimbursement of physician teachers/practices</td>
<td></td>
<td>All teaching is performed by SUS or University employees</td>
<td>GP teachers are reimbursed roughly $30 per student per day (which is considered too little by a minority of GP teachers)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical students</td>
<td>Prerequisites (competencies and attitudes)</td>
<td>Students require an open mind, willingness to learn, empathy, social sensibility, and interpersonal skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student participation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Students participate actively during work-place-based learning and traditional classes, shared experiences among healthcare personnel, patients and communities, debate circles. They use art as expression</td>
<td>Since 2018, there is a quality circle in teaching that involves medical students in QM efforts and curriculum development. Students and GP teachers are actively encouraged to engage in decentral feedback.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student evaluation and feedback</td>
<td></td>
<td>Overall, there is mild support for the programme. While some students tend to give affable responses, others are more critical or harsh in their wording. Overall there is rising interest for family medicine.</td>
<td>Rising acceptance of family medicine among medical students as a career goal worth pursuing; on the other hand, prejudices and ‘GP bashing’ prevail in a minority of students.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DLE, decentral learning environments; GP, general practitioner; SUS, Sistema Único de Saúde; UFF, Universidade Federal Fluminense; UKT, Universitätsklinikum Tübingen.
sectors. For medical students, the disconnect in teaching and HC delivery becomes palpable when transitioning and comparing their central to the decentral learning experiences. Since they are mainly socialised in central training, accepting the Flexnerian thinking that DLE are inferior teaching environments is easier than challenging the norms and values attained in the ‘hidden curriculum’. More interprofessional and intersectoral exchange must be established in the curriculum to counteract this situation.

A postcolonial perspective on these complex tensions helps to understand a critical point: course managers who confront decentral teachers with a centrally managed curriculum and a post-Flexnerian terminology of standardisation and QM may evoke feelings of governance by a central body—in this case, the university. At the same time, community-based teachers want to be valued members of the teaching community. If they perceive prejudice against them by medical students or other university representatives (eg, expecting lower quality of HC and/or teaching in DLE), they will be hesitant to engage in a constructive exchange with the organisation they hold responsible for these attitudes. They might instead engage in bolstering their independence.

DLE course managers play a central role to all involved stakeholders in these complex negotiations between DLE educators and university hospital-based teaching. Course managers should empower all involved stakeholders by considering their perspectives and involving them in a carefully moderated change management process. Before entering DLE, students must be made aware of their potential function as ‘university ambassadors’ and be encouraged to carry a message of cooperation and curiosity instead of superiority.

Curricular development and change management: a transatlantic dialogue leads to an adaptive ‘ideal’ for medical education

UFF’s experience and approach to DLE were different to UKT’s in many aspects. Course managers at UFF made community needs a central aspect in its medical curriculum and introduced community-based experiences to medical education 20 years before Germany did. This development was rooted in Brazil’s social and HC needs, inspired by pedagogue Paulo Freire and his ideas of human liberation.

Brazil’s current course adapting to the Western framework risks losing some of its advances in decentral teaching. In this regard, Loomba et al subsidises our critique stating, ‘neo colonialism is not just something that happens from outside a country or a people, not just something that operates with the collusion of forces inside, but a version of it can be duplicated from within individuals.’ Thus, a potential threat does not lie in an outside aggressor but in the thoughtless fulfilment of an ideology in individuals: in our example, the notion that high-tech medicine is superior or DLE offering learning experiences of ‘bad medicine for poor people’.

Global epistemologies on medical education differ—and they should. By no means have we identified a superior concept in Germany or Brazil. Our comparison reiterated that the idea of a static ‘ideal’ of medical education cannot work because it is both irresponsible to changes in HC demands and is vulnerable to the influence of sociohistorical legacies, particularly if treated as the norm without proper deliberation.

Medical training needs to organically adapt to societal needs, advances in medicine, and digitalisation. As the preceding discussion revealed, the goal of medical education is to dynamically shape competencies around integrated, patient-centred care across all sectors, including social services and prevention. Curriculum development towards a dynamic ideal should involve all stakeholders at university, national, and regional levels, mindful of each sector’s legacy but with a mutual goal to welcome diversity. Medical students could be promising bridge-builders in such an undertaking—if they are supervised and protected from being overwhelmed by the task.

One way of expressing the unique position of medical students could be to admit medical students based on the representation of socially disadvantaged groups and underserved regions rather than selecting them almost exclusively by school or academic performance. That way, critical thinking based on life experience and personal socialisation could enter the much-needed discussions of HC provision for all people. At the same time, improved representation of all groups of societies in medical schools could help shape the thinking of other, perhaps more privileged students and teachers, adding to an understanding of students’ and patients’ needs from various social and regional backgrounds.

The German medical students association has already proposed an addition to the student roles summarising all of the aspects mentioned above: The role of the student visionary. The visionary medical student can be described as forward-thinking, community-oriented and attentive towards change. Medical students should be involved in implementing and executing this role in the curriculum. Key questions in curricular QM should be: What has the curriculum contributed to a medical student’s future role in the community? How was the student prepared for global challenges and needs?

Strengths and limitations

Comparing our curricula was rewarding in exchanging ideas and critical reflection. The postcolonial perspective helped to overcome legacies and instead focus on challenges and similarities hitherto not discussed, such as the sociohistorical influence of Flexner’s rarely challenged ideal. The perspective helped us maintain an awareness of potential vulnerabilities of stakeholders in central and decentral training in the setting of each nation’s colonial legacy. It also led us to question our view on ‘ideal’ teaching quality, the depth to which it affects our daily practice, and how it shapes professional competencies.

The scope of our paper is limited to the comparison of our two cases and does not represent a comprehensive analysis of global postcolonial aspects in medical education. This seems worth exploring further in future research. Integrating personal experience in research has methodological limitations.41 Our own political and ethical positions influenced our perception and writing. We were mindful of the subjective nature of our discussions and emphasised reflexivity on personal experience. The analysis and presentation of the results involved challenging traditional thinking and one’s own professional socialisation. The difficulties of this were mirrored in many iterations of this article. Personal contact might have eased some tension but the COVID-19 situation effectively prevented such exchange.

We want to encourage other medical educational researchers around the world to engage in such rewarding studies.
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